1. Introduction {#section0005}
===============

The olfactory bulb (OB) is the first brain structure that receives information about odors from the nasal epithelium. It plays an important role in the neurogenesis in the adult mammalian brain. Presently, there is no doubt that intense neurogenesis takes place in the CNS of mammals (including humans) throughout postnatal life, i.e. proliferation of neural stem cells (NSCs), and the following migration and differentiation of progenitor cells (PgCs) into neurons and glia occur in the adult brain (for review see [@bib124], [@bib138], [@bib182]). The primary known sources of PgCs are the subventricular zone (SVZ) in the lateral ventricles and the subgranular zone (SGZ) in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. The primary destination of PgCs continuously produced in the SVZ is the OB, and in the dentate gyrus PgCs migrate radially to the granule cell layer. Immediately after exit from the SVZ, all PgCs have immunohistochemical characteristics of glial cells ([@bib58], [@bib184]). In rats, however, the majority of migrating PgCs (∼ 75%) start expressing proteins characteristic to neurons, thus making them neuronal progenitors, whereas the minority of PgCs (∼ 25%) are destined to become glial cells ([@bib29], [@bib95]). This does not mean that there is an anatomically defined region within the RMS where glial immunochemical characteristics of progenitors convert into neuronal characteristics. Instead, the SVZ contains three different types of cells: astrocyte-like neural stem cells (B cells), actively proliferating type C cells, and immature neuroblast type A cells. These neuroblasts migrate to the OB via the astrocyte path constituting the rostral migratory stream (RMS). Therefore, the presently accepted term "neurogenesis" is incomplete, and the term "neurogliogenesis" better reflects the nature of the process. We will use both terms: "neurogliogenesis" when discussing production of new cells in the CNS in general, and "neurogenesis" when discussing production of new neurons. Newborn neurons in the mature brain were shown to integrate into functional brain networks ([@bib89]), and newborn glial cells develop into astrocytes or oligodendrocytes ([@bib100], [@bib158]). It seems that the fate of progenitor cells depends on the area to which they migrate and the local environmental cues ([@bib58], [@bib62]). For example, all PgCs labeled in the SGZ with Ascl1 (a bHLH (basic helix--loop--helix) transcription factor) within 30 days matured into granule cells. PgCs in the OB matured into GABAergic interneurons, but in the subcortical gray and in the white matter they differentiated into oligodendrocytes ([@bib71]). Apparently, it is a local microenvironment that switches the direction of maturation. For instance, in normal mice, all hippocampal dentate gyrus PgCs become granule cells, whereas in the knockout mice lacking the extracellular matrix protein reelin, PgCs differentiate into astrocytes ([@bib181]). However, another possibility is that all PgCs are heterozygous as soon as they are generated ([@bib105]), contributing to the great diversity of interneurons inside the olfactory bulb ([@bib90], [@bib91]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C).Fig. 1Neurogenesis in the mature olfactory system. (A) --- Neuronal and glial precursors originating from subventricular zone (SVZ) migrate within the rostral migratory stream (RMS) into the olfactory bulb (OB). (B) --- Migrating precursors enter the SEL from the RMS; from SEL they move tangentially either to GCL or to GL, where they differentiate into granule or periglomerular cells correspondingly. Magenta ovals in the SEL designate precursors migrating along the core of the OB; orange circles in the GCL stand for precursors arrived to their destination sites ready to differentiate; orange circles with processes extending to the EPL are differentiated new born granule cells; blue circles in the GL and green lines in the ONL designate glomeruli and olfactory nerve fibers; orange cells in the GL are newly differentiated periglomerular cells. ONL --- olfactory nerve layer, GL --- glomerular layer, EPL --- external plexiform layer, MCL --- mitral cell layer, IPL --- internal plexiform layer, GCL --- granule cell layer, SEL --- subependymal layer. (C) --- Proliferation in the SVZ takes place in the walls of the lateral ventricle, where stem cells (type B cells, green) divide to generate transit amplifying cells (type C cells, orange), which in turn give rise to immature neuroblasts (type A cells, magenta). The neuroblasts migrate in the RMS (panel A) to their final destination in the OB, where they differentiate into interneurons (panel B). (D) ---Neurogenesis in the olfactory epithelium. BM --- basal membrane, HBC --- horizontal basal cells, GBC --- global basal cells, ImOlfN --- immature olfactory neuron, OlfN --- receptor olfactory neuron, SpC --- supporting cell. Basal cells continuously proliferate giving rise to olfactory sensory neurons. The sagittal section of the adult rat head in the center of this figure, illustrates close proximity of the olfactory epithelium to the olfactory bulb. Bundles of axons from sensory neurons project through holes in the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone forming the olfactory nerve, and establish synaptic contacts in glomeruli of the olfactory bulb. Photo of the rat brain is a courtesy of Dr. Adam Puche.

Dramatic changes in brain size and environmental specializations among different species throughout mammalian evolution required alterations in the process of adult neurogenesis, including the rates and routes to generate the proper number of neurons to maintain brain functions ([@bib1]). Active involvement of newly born cells in functional activity at destination sites gives them a chance to become long-time players in the existing neural circuits. For instance, survival rates of newly integrated neurons inside the olfactory bulb can be increased by sensory stimulations via environmental enrichment ([@bib89]). Additionally, experiments with anosmic mice (lacking sense of smell) have shown that the presence of sensory afferentation is critical for granule cells to survive between 15 and 45 days and even later after birth ([@bib97], [@bib131]). \[Technically, anosmic mice can be obtained either by targeted mutations ([@bib102], [@bib13]) or by destroying olfactory receptor cells with zinc sulfate solution ([@bib26], [@bib4], [@bib169], [@bib101])\]. Different molecules, including both growth and trophic factors, are also important for insertion of new cells into existing networks ([@bib78]). Recent evidence demonstrates that immune factors, such as cytokines, are recruited at all stages of neurogenesis and seemingly serve as upstream signaling arbiters to regulate the course of neurogliogenesis ([@bib156]). This suggests a possible role of neurogliogenesis in prevention or compensation of impairments caused by viral infections, inflammation, mechanical, or chemical trauma etc.

The propensity for agents to move from the nasal cavity into the brain via the olfactory nerves or surrounding mucosa has been known for many years. Previous studies confirmed the movement of materials from the nasal cavity into the brain and demonstrated that the olfactory nerve cells are, indeed, a route for viruses and a wide variety of other agents from the nasal cavity into the brain ([@bib167], [@bib24], [@bib162]; reviewed by [@bib32]). More recent studies revealed target specificity in propagation of viruses ([@bib7], [@bib115]), metal dusts ([@bib163]), soluble instilled agents such as neuronal tracers ([@bib8], [@bib148]) or toxins ([@bib80]) from the nasal cavity via olfactory nerve into the brain. In addition, the large surface area of nasal mucosa combined with rapid absorption, was beneficial for intranasal administration of various pharmacological agents, especially for drugs targeting the CNS ([@bib60], [@bib173]).

In the present review, we will discuss the hypothesized link between the adult brain neurogliogenesis and penetration of viruses and toxic dust through the nasal epithelium and the olfactory bulb into the brain. We assume that two facts -- (a) migration of the overwhelming majority of neuronal and glial precursor cells into the OB, and (b) the fact that the OB is the brain\'s outpost directly connected with the environment via axonal fibers from the nasal epithelium -- are not a mere coincidence. Instead, the persistent delivery of neural and glial progenitors into the OB may indicate continuous exposure of the OB cells to external invaders, impairment of some cells, and urgent necessity for immediate replacement by nearby progenitors. Thus, neurogliogenesis in the adult mammalian OB could be a mechanism evolved to protect the brain from propagation of harmful agents, and to maintain normal function of the evolutionarily oldest, but still most important sensory system for animal survival. Besides, neurogenesis in the olfactory system occurs outside of the brain as well, immediately in the olfactory epithelium, where damage and death of sensory neurons is highly plausible. Therefore, we begin our tour from the role of neurogenesis in the nasal olfactory epithelium.

2. Neurogenesis in the olfactory epithelium {#section0010}
===========================================

One explanation supporting the hypothesized protective function of neurogliogenesis during viral infection or inhalation of toxic particles is that in the course of evolution, the neurogenic areas originated from the epithelium covering surfaces of all organs, protecting them from mechanical, chemical, and biological impairments. An intrinsic feature of epithelial tissues is to keep generating new cells throughout the whole life of the organism. Cell renewal in the olfactory epithelium directly inhibits entry of toxic dusts and viruses into olfactory bulb, as well as into other parts of the brain ([@bib117]). This suggests that the anti-infection function of neurogliogenesis might be the preservation of the most ancient protective role of epithelium in processes of natural selection, rather than newly developed ("acquired") function during mammalian evolution.

Repopulation of olfactory sensory epithelium occurs via renewal of sensory neurons ([@bib44]). There are three types of cells inside the olfactory epithelium: supporting cells, basal cells, and sensory neurons (mature and immature) that express odorant receptors ([@bib120]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Apoptosis of olfactory sensory neurons increases after bulbectomy, olfactory nerve transection, intranasal chemical lesion, naris occlusion and/or viral infection ([@bib23], [@bib120]). At the same time, basal cells give birth to new sensory neurons, and the rate of basal cell proliferation increases dramatically under the above damaging conditions ([@bib18]). The rate of proliferation is regulated by various molecular factors ([@bib22], [@bib120]). Interestingly, a unique type of involvement into neurogenesis is demonstrated by horizontal basal cells. These cells proliferate neither under normal conditions nor after mild cell loss, but they start proliferating when an extensive damage depletes other progenitors inside the epithelium ([@bib81]). The intermediate period between olfactory sensory neurons\' death and their replacement by new sensory neuron is characterized by the loss of olfaction ([@bib53]). Fast replacement of formerly functional but disabled sensory neurons by new healthy cells represents a useful strategy to prevent viruses and toxic dusts from entry into the brain, given that the impaired cells containing harmful agents are eliminated from the system.

Most frequently, postviral loss of olfaction is associated with infections of the upper respiratory tract with the influenza virus ([@bib177]). Other viruses, such as parainfluenza virus, adenovirus, corona virus, poliovirus, enterovirus, rhinovirus, Epstein--Barr virus, respiratory syncytial virus, Coxsackie virus, and herpes virus may also lead to olfaction impairments ([@bib147], [@bib155], [@bib174], [@bib177]). Apoptosis of olfactory sensory neurons results only in temporary olfaction loss, whereas direct injection of a virus into the olfactory bulb can lead to spread of the virus into many parts of the brain, and can be lethal to animals ([@bib113], [@bib114]). This suggests that renewal of infected olfactory sensory neurons within the olfactory epithelium does represent an important protective response for the host to survive. Many studies have uncovered the cellular and molecular bases of sensory neuron apoptosis during development and maturation ([@bib22], [@bib81], [@bib140], [@bib154]). One apoptotic signaling pathway requires the death-receptor (TNFR1; Fas) and activates caspase 3 via caspase 2. It is also possible that mitochondria-released cytochrome C, combined with Apaf-1, activates caspase 3 through caspase 9. Finally, the activated caspase 3 leads to cleavage of various caspase substrate proteins and triggers apoptosis ([@bib154]). However, details of signaling pathways of sensory neuron turnover after viral infection are poorly understood. They are the crucial goals for future studies.

One can divide invasive neuroviruses into the following groups: (1) viruses such as the herpes simplex virus HF10, which lack invasiveness to the peripheral nervous system (chemosensory neurons), but are lethal when directly injected to the brain ([@bib116]); (2) neurovirulent influenza A viruses, which may affect chemosensory neurons and induce apoptosis, but cannot reach the brain ([@bib113]); (3) parainfluenza viruses, which may infect chemosensory neurons, attenuate virus-induced apoptosis and reach the glomeruli within the OB, but cannot be further transmitted into other brain areas through axons of mitral cells ([@bib112]); (4) viruses such as Herpes simplex virus, Borna disease virus, and rabies virus, which can be transmitted from the olfactory epithelium and through the OB to other brain areas ([@bib56], [@bib114], [@bib118]). Obviously, the apoptosis of sensory neurons within the olfactory epithelium plays an important role in defending peripheral system of the brain from virus propagation. Since viruses of the latter class can propagate through synaptic clefts into many brain areas, they might lead to various types of brain damage, including neurodegenerative diseases ([@bib33], [@bib55]).

Renewal of olfactory sensory neurons inside the olfactory epithelium and SVZ/OB neurogenesis may thus represent two possible mechanisms underlying brain protection from risk factors in the air during normal respiratory activities. The apoptosis of sensory neurons in the olfactory mucosa may prevent the entry of most viruses, while newly born neurons within the OB can efficiently replace damaged neurons to maintain fine odor analysis ([@bib20], [@bib43], [@bib88]). Notably, newly generated neurons in the olfactory bulb are periglomerular and granule cells, which are not projecting neurons, but represent two types of GABAergic local interneurons (see below). Thus, given that neurotrophic viruses reach the OB, they can propagate into the brain once they penetrate into mitral cells, which project to a number of brain areas, including the piriform cortex, the entorhinal cortex, and the medial amygdala ([@bib106]). Since only a few viruses (of type 4) are capable of deep brain penetration, it seems feasible that other viruses reaching the OB (type 3) can only affect the smallest and most vulnerable interneurons, whereas large projecting mitral and tufted cells can defend themselves from those viruses.

Throughout evolution, neurogenesis in the SVZ has transformed dramatically as compared to the nasal epithelium, and differences emerged among species. Apparently, this may be due to enlargement of brain volume and changes in its whole morphology ([@bib37]). For example, the turtle and avian lack the organized SVZ ([@bib21]). Humans do not have the well pronounced "SVZ" ([@bib144]), but the existence of RMS in humans has been reported ([@bib27]). Moreover, combination of immunolabeling with specific cell markers in macaque monkey revealed progenitors migrating from the subependymal zone (SZ) to the OB, where they differentiated into granule interneurons ([@bib76]). This finding supports the notion that the primate SZ/RMS can serve as a model system for studying neural regenerative mechanisms in the human brain. These variances, together with the multiple roles of SVZ neurogenesis during development and in adulthood, may further complicate understanding of the role of SVZ neurogenesis in protection from environmental risk factors. Currently, there is no direct evidence that species living in high-risk environments, and thus more accessible to viruses or toxic dusts, have evolved some specific types of a neurogenerating zone with increased proliferation rate or more organized structure. Multiple roles of neurogliogenesis in the brain may mask its actual contribution in protection from viral infections or toxic contaminations. One can hope that further studies may elucidate this problem.

3. Structural and functional features of the olfactory bulb {#section0015}
===========================================================

The olfactory bulb is a unique brain structure directly connected with the external world through the olfactory nerve coming from the nasal epithelium. Therefore, various harmful particles, including neuroviruses or microscopic dust, can potentially invade sensory neurons in the olfactory epithelium (viruses in an active manner; dust via endocytosis). They then can be easily transported along the axons into the glomerular layer of the OB, and continue their journey further into the CNS. Therefore the olfactory system represents a particularly sensitive route for transport of viruses, neurotoxins, and toxic particles into the brain which can cause cognitive and motor impairments ([@bib134]). To better understand a possible response of the OB to a foreign invasion, we need to know its basic structural and functional features.

The OB is an outgrowth of the forebrain, specialized for processing the molecular signals that give rise to the sense of smell. The OB receives the input afferents from the olfactory sensory neurons located in the nasal epithelium, and projects the output axons directly to the olfactory cortex and the amygdala. This basic relationship is characteristic for nearly all vertebrates. Anatomy, structure, and ultrastructure of the OB layers and neuronal elements are well studied ([@bib2], [@bib45], [@bib85], [@bib146], [@bib42]). The OB itself is a distinctly laminated structure, and contains a few sharply distinctive neuronal types. A cross-section of the OB exhibits seven main layers (listed from the surface to the core of OB): 1 --- olfactory nerve layer (ONL), 2 --- glomerular layer (GL), 3 --- external plexiform layer (EPL), 4 --- mitral cell layer (MCL), 5 --- internal plexiform layer (IPL), 6 --- granule cell layer (GRL) and 7 --- subependimal layer (SEL). There are a few major cell types characterizing each layer: periglomerular cells (PG) and external tufted cells (ET) in the GL, medium and deep tufted cells (T) in the EPL, mitral cells (M) in the MCL, and granule cells (GR) in the GCL. The SEL is closely related to the RMS, as progenitor cells migrating along the RMS arrive to the SEL and from here they disperse into the GL and GCL ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Importantly, new PG and GR cells can be generated throughout adulthood, whereas M, ET and T cells differentiate prenatally. Progenitors of PG and GR arrive in the mature bulb within a spatially defined tube, named the rostral migratory stream (RMS), leading from the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle to the ependymal core of the bulb ([@bib73], [@bib92], [@bib95]). The continuous production and migration of these neurons into corresponding layers suggest that remodeling occurs continually among the local GABAergic circuits of the OB, which may be parallel to remodeling of sensory neuron synapses within the glomeruli. The most notable feature of neuronal contacts within the OB is that all neuron types establish dendro-dendritic synapses, where dendrites serve both as presynaptic and postsynaptic structures. PG and GR cells are GABAergic, whereas M/T cells are glutamatergic ([@bib16], [@bib46], [@bib139], [@bib165]). Electron microscopic studies have clearly shown that PG cells within the glomerular neuropil and GR cells in the EPL establish reciprocal dendro-dendritic contacts on M/T cells ([@bib126], [@bib132], [@bib133], [@bib135]). Furthermore, short (100--200 μm) axons of PG cells make inhibitory synapses on M/T, as well as on PG dendrites in the interglomerular space. T cells do not have chemical contacts on each other, but in the glomerular ensemble T cells are well synchronized due to electrical gap-junctions on distal dendrites ([@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50]). The so called "short-axon cells" (SA) represent an additional type of intrinsic to the GL glutamatergic interneurons. They have the longest axons among all local neurons in the in the GL (700--1000 μm) creating excitatory interglomerular connections throughout half of the MOB ([@bib6]). Excitatory interactions within the EPL occur due to T cells\' axonal collaterals on M/T lateral dendrites ([@bib74], [@bib127]). Axons of sensory neurons enter the brain from the olfactory epithelium through a perphorated bone and synaptically terminate on neuronal dendrites exclusively within the GL. This means that all M/T and some PG cells, but not GR cells, receive direct sensory input and can potentially be the first recipients of harmful particles delivered via the olfactory nerve (ON). Thus, M/T cells receive the ON-input in their glomeruli tufts and give rise to the bulbar output from their cell bodies. PG cells modulate/filter an immediate reception of this input within the GL, whereas GR cells create the second line of modulation/filtering and take part in the final processing of the sensory information stream before it leaves the OB.

Thus, the two main functions -- *input processing* and *output control* -- are separated into two distinct levels in relation to the output cells. Input processing occurs exclusively in the GL, whereas output control is accomplished by GR cells. There is increasing evidence that a neuronal ensemble bound to the same glomerulus may act as a functional unit like a cortical column ([@bib59], [@bib65], [@bib82], [@bib107], [@bib111]). If a neurotropic infection affects a substantial portion of interneurons (PG and/or GR) or even a few principal cells (M and/or T), it would lead to a dramatic change of input/output transduction of olfactory information. Since olfactory information has major significance in the animal kingdom, distortions of it are intolerable. For an adequate behavior in the given environment, and merely for successful survival, an animal must have a highly reliable odor analysis system at any moment, without breaks even for hours. This suggests the necessity of having a pool of spare parts readily available for urgent restoration of a damaged neuronal network. Therefore, the main role of neurogenesis in the OB may be to provide such a firewall of progenitors and prevent failures in odor analysis. Concurrently occurring gliogenesis from the mosaic pool of progenitors may provide substitution of glial elements impaired by viral or toxic dust invasion. Whether the proliferation and differentiation of these diverse interneuron progenitors are differentially regulated under viral invasion is yet to be discovered, and may provide very important clues about the mechanisms underlying brain repair.

4. Neurogenesis in the mature olfactory bulb {#section0020}
============================================

The main areas of proliferation in the adult brain are the SVZ, located in the ependyma of lateral ventricles, and the SGZ in the dentate gyrus (for review: ([@bib69], [@bib84], [@bib87]). The fate of neuronal stem cells (NSCs) in the SVZ was uncovered using intraventricular injections of the retrovirus containing beta-galactose gene into the mouse brain. Most of the infected NSCs leave the SVZ as progenitor cells and migrate towards the OB ([@bib25]). Six days after retroviral infection, 60% of labeled cells died, 25% migrated into the OB and 15% stayed in the subependymal layer of the lateral ventricle, demonstrating asymmetric proliferation ([@bib119]). Another approach to monitor the fate of progenitor cells leaving the SVZ after mitotic division of NSCs is a combination of the intraperitoneal injection of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) with markers of various neurogenesis stages. BrdU incorporates into dividing cells within SVZ, whereas other markers can be incorporated at certain stages into migrating progenitor cells, or during their differentiation ([@bib51], [@bib136], [@bib149]). Progenitor cells migrate from the SVZ towards the OB along the astrocyte path constituting the RMS, which is rich with extracellular matrix ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Chains of migrating precursor cells move along the RMS within channels formed by a special population of tenascin-R positive astrocytes ([@bib145]). Migrating cells enter the OB along its central axis, then climb perpendicular to the OB layers to their destination sites, where they differentiate into neurons or glial cells ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@bib3], [@bib28], [@bib39], [@bib83], [@bib92], [@bib96], [@bib128], [@bib159]). Following intraperitoneal injection of BrdU, the number of cells labeled with BrdU peaked in the mouse OB at 11--15 days and in the rat OB at one month. Later, about 50% of labeled cell undergo the apoptotic destruction. The majority (∼ 95%) of remaining labeled neuronal progenitors differentiate into GABAergic GR cells, and a small fraction (∼ 4%) of progenitor cells move further to the OB periphery, reaching the GL ([@bib84]). Differentiation of newborn cells to PG interneurons in the GL takes longer (\> 1 month) than differentiation of progenitors into GR cells in the GRL (∼ 15--30 days) ([@bib131]). Then number of labeled cells in both layers rapidly decreases. However, those cells that survived for 3 months lived up to 19 months. This means that in the mature OB, neurogenesis results in overproduction of young neurons and fast elimination of redundant ones. This suggests that, under normal conditions, only a few corrupted elements need to be replaced, whereas under conditions causing massive neuronal or glial death, there will be enough new precursors to substitute impaired elements of the network. This process reminds that in the developing brain with the initial excess of precursors and following elimination of redundant cells after the network is completed ([@bib178]). At the same time, the 4:1 ratio of newborn neurons to newborn glial cells suggests that glial cells also require replacement. This assumption is feasible, as glial precursors can differentiate into macrophages, microglia, or astrocytes, taking part in defending the brain against viral infection or toxic particles. Recent studies identified a novel non-neuronal mechanism of regenerative repair by adult SVZ-generated astrocytes ([@bib94]), implying that glial cells play important roles in the regenerative repair by neurogliogenesis.

Some details of neurogenesis in the OB are already known. Differentiation of precursors into neurons occurs predominantly in the granule cell layer, and differentiation into glia takes place in granule and glomerular layers. The data have been accumulated showing that the type of a newborn neuron correlates with the site location in the SVZ from where its precursor originated ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@bib90], [@bib91]). Apart from this, there are local stem cells in the OB, but their number is 28 times less than that of precursor cells arriving from the RMS. These local stem cells go through all stages of neurogenesis, and differentiate primarily into glia in the GRL and GL ([@bib38]). Five stages of GR cell development are distinguished: (1) tangential migration of neuroblasts from the SVZ to the OB (2--7 days after birth); (2) radial migration of precursor cells (5--7 days); (3) GR cells with non-branching dendrites, which do not reach MCL (11--22 days); (4) GR cells with spineless dendrites in the EPL (11--22 days); (5) mature GR cells (15--30 days) ([@bib131], [@bib182]). Neuronal content of the OB is subjected to rapid turnover. Combination of radiolabeled thymidine and the neuronal marker calretinin ([@bib66]), as well as genetic labeling ([@bib61]), have demonstrated that 65--77% of neurons in the OB are substituted for new ones during six weeks in adult rodents. Functional significance of this turnover is unclear, but it suggests high vulnerability of neuronal circuits in the OB, impairment of highly vulnerable GR cells, and the necessity for their replacement.

5. Propagation of viruses into the CNS through the olfactory bulb {#section0025}
=================================================================

It is well known that neurotropic viruses can invade the mammalian CNS through the respiratory tract and the OB ([@bib108], [@bib125], [@bib142], [@bib143]). The blood--brain barrier in the OB is weaker than in other brain structures ([@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib122], [@bib179]). A neurotropic infection can affect a substantial portion of interneurons (PG and/or GR cells) or even a small number of projecting (M and/or T cells) in the OB. This should lead to significant changes in the input/output transformation of olfactory signals. Normal activity of neuronal networks will become pathological (e.g. epileptical) if either feedforward or feedback inhibition is attenuated due to PG/GR cell loss, a decrease in the production of transmitters, or a change in neuronal membrane and receptor properties due to viral infection or toxic contamination. Thus, harmful agents have to be neutralized as early as possible.

Different viruses can infect different layers of the OB and affect different areas of the CNS. For instance, intranasal application of the mouse hepatitis virus (JHM line, coronoviruses) can cause massive impairment in the OB, especially in the mitral cell layer ([@bib79], [@bib180]). The virus penetrates into the brain and even into the spinal cord, affecting neurons and astrocytes. This leads to demyelination, since the activity of myelin producing oligodendrocytes is dependent upon astrocytes ([@bib151]). At the same time, intranasal application of the mouse hepatitis virus (OBVL60 line) is not detected in the brain of immunocompetent animals (Balb/c) 11 days after inoculation, probably due to activity of gamma-interferon ([@bib79]). It has been shown that the mouse hepatitis virus and herpes simplex virus move along different CNS pathways after reaching the OB via the olfactory nerve ([@bib129]). Another virus, the recombinant virus of vesicular stomatitus (r.VSV, rabdovirus) expressing green fluorescent protein, moved along the olfactory nerve after intranasal injection and penetrated the OB. The virus first infected PG cells, then (by-passing mitral cell layer) GR cells, and finally the SVZ. After 9 days, the virus was detected neither in the OB nor in other brain areas. Upon intraventricular injection, the virus propagated rapidly into some specific periventricular areas of the brain. In other words, the ventricular system can play a key role in virus dissemination in the brain ([@bib171]). After intranasal application the herpes virus 9 (EHV-9) penetrated into the brain of Syrian hamsters via the olfactory nerve, then the virus propagated trans-synaptically along the neuronal chain of the olfactory tract ([@bib121]). The flu virus A was detected in various midbrain regions of immunodeficient mice after 10--17 months following an injection into the OB ([@bib5]). Two viruses (herpes simplex virus type 1, mice hepatitis virus of JHM line) can penetrate into the brain via the olfactory system but affect different structures. Noradrenergic neurons in the red nucleus were affected only by the herpes virus, whereas both viruses affected dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area, and the hepatitis virus propagated into other brain areas. Various neurological diseases due to impairments of specific brain regions are assumed to be caused by different viruses ([@bib10]). Intensity of virus propagation in the brain after intranasal application depends on the animal\'s age (∼ degree of the immune response). For example, infection of 14-day old mice with Semliki Forest virus was lethal, whereas more mature mice survived and overcame the infection ([@bib125]). Thus, the OB plays a key role in the penetration and propagation of neurotropic viral infections in the CNS.

6. Penetration of toxic dust into the brain through the olfactory bulb {#section0030}
======================================================================

Because of the deteriorating ecological situation in some areas of the world, namely, contamination of air by various toxic dust particles, much attention has been given to the action of these harmful agents on the human organism and to pathways through which they penetrate into different organs. One can find an example of the harmful actions of toxic dust on the brain at the mineral-enriching plant of Akchataussk in central Kazakhstan. Workers of this plant are subjected to prolonged inhalation of polymetal dust with a radioactive component and suffer from encephalopathy, following by development of progressive diffuse scattered and/or focal destruction in the CNS ([@bib31]). Chronic experiments in rats have shown that, after three months of inhalation with polymetal radioactive dust, animals had sites of degenerative destruction in the vitally important hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal system. That is, distinctive pathomorphologic changes were revealed in the hypothalamus upon penetration of this dust into the body through the respiratory tract ([@bib168]).

Toxic dust is likely to invade the brain through the OB. In the recent years, single publications have reported penetration of small toxic dust particles into the OB through the olfactory nerve. Beta-spectrometry and autoradiography showed that after intranasal application of aflotoxin B(1) dust in rats this micotoxin propagated along axons of olfactory neurons from the nasal epithelium to their axonal terminals in the GL of the OB ([@bib80]). Some metals (for instance Al, Cd, Co, Hg, Mn, Ni, and Zn) were shown to penetrate into the olfactory receptor neurons and propagate along their axons to the OB. Furthermore, some metals (e.g. Mn, Ni, and Zn) can cross synaptic contacts and migrate through secondary olfactory neurons and further to remote brain areas ([@bib153]).

Inhalation of fine (\< 2.5 μm) or ultrafine (\< 100 nm) particles is more toxic in the brain compared to coarse particles ([@bib36], [@bib183]). Inhalation of iron particles, unlike manganese particles, (3 μm diameter, 0.31 mg Fe per m^3^) over 90 min did not result in their transport into the rat brain through the olfactory system, and only 4% of particles accumulated in the OB ([@bib137]). However, histopathological observation showed that the neuron fatty degeneration occurred in the CA3 area of hippocampus after intranasal instillation of fine ferric oxide (Fe~2~O~3~, 280 ± 80 nm) ([@bib176]). Model experiments in rats have shown that inhalation of ultrafine graphite particles (\< 36 nm, 160 μg/m^3^) for 6 h resulted in their accumulation in the OB from the first (0.35 μg/g) until the seventh (0.43 μg/g) day after the exposure to graphite dust ([@bib123]). Depending on the size, more than 50% of inhaled particles precipitated in the nasopharyngeal region, and ∼ 20% of them were transferred into the OB. After a single intranasal administration of ultrafine coal dust (\< 14 nm, 25 μg), glutamate and glycine levels were increased in the OB, as well as expression of IL-1 beta mRNA ([@bib161]). Since IL-1 beta suppresses proliferation and differentiation of neuronal precursors (see below) ([@bib175]), one can suggest that exposure to ultrafine coal particles causing IL-1 beta expression can inhibit neurogenesis in the OB. Vapors of toxic substances and some gases also affect the brain and the OB in particular. For example, inhalation of air containing evaporated toluol by rats during 40 days led to death of mitral cells (but not granule cells) in the OB ([@bib41]).

Data have been accumulated demonstrating that workers in the heavy metal industries who breathe with the air containing cobalt dust often suffer with memory impairment. Transport of cobalt particles was studied in rats. In these experiments, autoradiography and gamma-spectroscopy showed that upon intranasal application, small cobalt particles were absorbed by the nasal mucosa and transported into the OB. Metal particles accumulate in the olfactory nerve and its presynaptic terminals in the GL. Small amounts of cobalt particles penetrate deep into the OB, damaging other cell layers, and can even reach the olfactory cortex. It is believed that this path through the olfactory nerve and OB is the major way of cobalt penetration into the brain ([@bib130]). Therefore, protection against fine dust particles must be emphasized whenever risk of cobalt dust inhalation is present. A syndrome known as manganism occurs when individuals are exposed chronically to high levels of Mn. Manganese intoxication is most often associated with occupations in which abnormally high atmospheric concentrations prevail, such as in welding and mining ([@bib141]). Data are available on small manganese particle accumulation in the OB upon intranasal application of MnO~2~. Small amounts of these particles penetrated into the neocortex and striatum ([@bib36]). Similarly, breathing with an aerosol of manganese phosphate (particles 1.68 μm diameter, 0.39 mg/m^3^) results in high concentration of Mn in the OB and tubercle; striatal Mn concentration was not increased significantly ([@bib30]). Thus, the OB is a structure that receives the first strike upon inhalation of toxic dust and/or gas. It accumulates harmful particles and prevents their penetration further into the brain. Dust/gas intoxication in the OB triggers changes in the levels of cytokines/chemokines/neurotransmitters that take part in neuronal and glial proliferation and differentiation. Therefore we suggest that neurogliogenesis may represent a mechanism supporting the protective role of the OB as a barrier on the way of toxic substances to the brain. However, this role of the OB is poorly explored, and needs further efforts to elucidate the importance of adult neurogliogenesis as a protective mechanism in the brain against air pollution.

7. Cytokines and neurogenesis {#section0035}
=============================

In recent years, convincing evidence has accumulated about the critical role of cytokines, chemokines and growth factors in neurogliogenesis of both the developing and mature brain. This part of review is focused on the importance of these compounds for neurogliogenesis in the mature brain. Since there are very few studies concerning cytokines in the olfactory bulb, we will also discuss relations between cytokines and neurogliogenesis in other brain areas.

Concentration of cytokines and cytokine receptors in the brain is maintained at some optimal level to provide normal brain functions, including persistent neurogliogenesis and angiogenesis. The fibroblast/macrophage networks (named fractones) producing cytokines and growth factors have been discovered in the proliferative zones of the mature brain ([@bib103], [@bib104]). Concentration shifts of these substances can selectively change the course of different neurogenesis phases (proliferation, migration, differentiation). During inflammation, elevated concentration of anti-inflammatory cytokines can reduce the intensity of neurogenesis ([@bib109]). Some cytokines (e.g. IL-1b, INFα, INFγ) inhibit proliferation of precursors in the mature brain, and at the same time accelerate cellular differentiation ([@bib17], [@bib64], [@bib72], [@bib75], [@bib170]). Other factors can regulate migration of PgCs ([@bib14], [@bib40], [@bib150]). Anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 also decreases proliferation and survival rates of neuronal (but not glial) progenitor cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. However, data about its modulatory action on cellular differentiation are controversial: [@bib170] observed decrease and [@bib9] observed an increase in the neuronal differentiation rate from neuronal progenitor cells. Another cytokine, TGFα, also attenuates proliferation, but inhibits differentiation ([@bib52], [@bib86]). Vesicular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) enhances neurogenesis in the SVZ and SGZ of the adult brain in normal conditions ([@bib63]) and after focal cerebral ischemia ([@bib152]). Under pathological conditions, certain cytokines can change the direction of their modulatory action. For example, after stroke, TGFα can facilitate survival of newly generated precursors in the rat hippocampus and striatum ([@bib52]).

Migration of neural progenitors into the rat striatum or neocortex after stroke is regulated by stromal cell-derived factor-1-alpha (SDF-1α) and its receptor CXCR4 ([@bib150], [@bib160]). The virus of human immunodeficiency (HIV) can regulate neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus via binding with CXCR4 receptors ([@bib164], [@bib172]). This suggests that viruses can develop specific mechanisms to impair neurogenesis and facilitate their propagation in the CNS. It also supports the view that persistent neurogenesis in the mature brain creates one of the protective barriers against viral infections.

*In vivo* and *in vitro* experiments using leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) inhibited differentiation of olfactory receptor neurons by activation of STAT3 ([@bib110]), promoted proliferation of olfactory sensory neuron precursors, but did not affect proliferation of non-neuronal cells ([@bib70]). In addition, LIF stimulated mitotic activity of neural progenitors in the olfactory epithelium after olfactory bulb ablation ([@bib12]). In the latter case, the authors suggested that injured olfactory sensory neurons release LIF to stimulate their own recovery. It seems that by enhancement of progenitor proliferation and suppression of their differentiation into mature cells, LIF provides accumulation of a substantial progenitor pool; this pool might be later used to compensate massive cell loss. Expression of LIF was shown to provide maintenance of neurogenesis in the adult mouse olfactory epithelium ([@bib157]). A similar effect of LIF has been shown on other types of progenitors. For example, in cultured stem cells, LIF facilitated formation of a progenitor cell pool with characteristics typical of adult SVZ and SGZ stem cells/astrocytes ([@bib15]). Enhanced expression of LIF resulted in attenuation of neurogliogenesis in the OB and SVZ, acting directly on neural stem cells ([@bib11]). In this case, LIF also prevented occurrence of differentiated cell types and gave rise to accumulation of the pool of neural stem cells.

Since under viral infection or inflammatory processes, synthesis of many cytokines is greatly enhanced, their influence on neurogliogenesis should be also enhanced. Normally, repeated invasion of small amounts of viruses throughout adult life induces continuous production of cytokines. Most of them boost differentiation of precursors from the available pool for substitution of apoptotic or dead cells, whereas other factors (like VEGF and LIF) stimulate production of new progenitors to refill the pool. Thus, in normal environmental conditions with repeated viral mini-invasions, a specific compensatory response triggered by the virus could evolve: infection, followed by cell impairment or death, then cytokine synthesis, and finally facilitation of neurogenesis.

8. Hypothesis on the protective role on neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb {#section0040}
==========================================================================

Despite the fact that the OB is the gate allowing viral infection and toxic dust to invade and propagate in the brain, it is also the path that can become an obstacle for small amounts of various infecting agents on their way into the CNS. As it was stated above, the OB is where the majority of new neurons and glia reach their final destination. Creation of new cells is accompanied by multiple apoptotic events, requiring rapid renewal of cell populations, predominantly in the GL and GRL. In other words, small numbers of infected cells in the OB will quickly be replaced by functionally active neurons and glial cells, provided the course of neurogenesis is normal. The question arises whether only the impairment of intrinsic OB networks by external invaders requires continuous restoration of the network with an ample supply of fresh cells, or regular analysis of sensory information is too exhausting for cells and some of them die being unable to tolerate intensive functioning. The latter seems unlikely, because in other brain structures and sensory systems with similar organization of feedforward and feedback inhibition, a noticeable loss of interneurons was not observed under normal conditions. Therefore, the unique feature of the OB, such as direct physical contact with various environmental agents, seems to be a feasible reason for the delivery of new neuronal and glial elements into the OB. Furthermore, the majority of harmful particles are neutralized in the nasal epithelium and few of them reach the OB, where they encounter the second line of defense. Loss of afferentation was shown to result in apoptosis of GR cells in the OB and PgCs in the SVZ and RMS, but it also increased proliferation of stem cells in the SVZ ([@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99]). This does not contradict our hypothesis. Under natural conditions, deafferentation of the OB can occur when sensory cells in the nasal epithelium are damaged, which is a typical consequence of viral infection or toxic inhalation. It indicates that progenitors can receive a signal about viral/toxic attack long before harmful agents reach them, possibly via proinflammatory or inflammatory signaling. Hence, an enhancement of proliferation in the SVZ during this attack can be a forestalling protective response to compensate a foreseeable loss of interneurons in the OB or in other brain areas. Thus, although neurogliogenesis itself does not prevent viral infection or toxic contamination of the brain, it may participate in organization and maintenance of the protective barrier against these agents.

Neurogenesis slows down in aged individuals ([@bib68]). Proliferation of neuronal stem cells in the aged brain occurs with intensity similar to that in the adult brain, but apoptosis and differentiation of precursors is substantially inhibited ([@bib19], [@bib93]), which is thought to result from elongation of the cell cycle ([@bib166]). At this time, formation of new neurons suffers more compared to glial cells ([@bib77]). Therefore, slowed renewal of the cell population in the OB may lead to failed compensation for the loss of infected/intoxicated cells and can cause higher probability of infectious/toxic damage of the CNS. Similar slowed renewal of the OB neurons has been observed in other toxin and/or virus-related neurodegenerative diseases such as HIV associated dementia ([@bib57], [@bib67]), Alzheimer\'s and Parkinson\'s diseases ([@bib33], [@bib47], [@bib54]). It may be the normal course of neurogenesis in the OB of adult animals and humans that serves as an important mechanism protecting the brain from invasion of harmful particles or viruses causing various neurodegenerative diseases. This mechanism prevents impairment of the principal OB function: the continuous analysis and transmission of smell information. It is exceedingly important for survival of single organisms and whole species. In other words, due to fast renewal of cell populations, the OB may constitute an outpost against neuroinfections and other harmful agents on their way to the CNS, similar to how lymphoid glands prevent penetration of infectious and toxic particles into different systems and organs.

If the proposed hypothesis about the barrier function of neurogenesis in the OB is correct, then the probability of virus and toxic dust penetration into the brain can be reduced by enhancement of all neurogenesis phases: proliferation of stem cells and precursors, migration into the OB, and differentiation into new neurons and glial cells. One should not exclude the possibility that self-renewal of cellular populations not only in the OB, but in the entire mature brain, can be an additional obstacle for harmful particles. We suggest that, during an acute period of viral disease or after inhalation of toxic dust, the intranasal administration of optimal compositions of cytokines and growth factors enhancing different phases of neurogenesis can bring a positive therapeutic effect. We plan future experiments aimed at testing this hypothesis.
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